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IMPORTANT DECISIONS

Abetment of suicide - Having advanced money to deceased, accused might
have uttered some abusive words - That by itself not sufficient to constitute offence
u/s 306 IPC. (S.C.) 735

Abetment of suicide - Slapping in Panchayat in September, 2001 and suicide
committed on 23.02.2002 - There is no proximity in the incident of slapping and
committing suicide. (S.C.) 339

Addition of charge or addition of offence - Appropriate stage is not when
Magistrate takes cognizance of offence but it is at the stage at which charges are
framed. (Allahabad) 446

Arrest - Mere rejection of anticipatory bail application of accused is no
ground to arrest accused - Dismissal of said application leaves accused unprotected
against his arrest, but it does not visit accused with inevitable consequence of his
being taken into custody by police. (Delhi) 568

Arrest - Arrested person to be informed of grounds of his arrest - Mere
intimation of arrest to the partner/friend of arrested person does not satisfy the
requirement of law. (Delhi) 283

Attempt to murder - Proof of grievous or life-threatening hurt - Not a sine qua
non for offence u/s 307 IPC. (S.C.) 785

Attempt to murder - Stabbing a person with knife near his vital organs - In
most circumstances it will lead to death of victim - Offence squarely falls u/s 307 IPC.

(S.C.) 806

Audio data - Admissibility - To be determined on the basis of facts leading to
its recording and preserving its originality subject to cross examination.

(Delhi) 315

Bail - Bail bond not accepted as caste was wrongly mentioned - In future in
the bail applications caste of accused shall not be mentioned - Accused shall be
released immediately on submission of bail bond. (Rajasthan) 388

Bail - Contraband - Accused suffering from heart disease and his blood sugar
is uncontrolled and is required to visit medicine department frequently - Bail granted.

(H.P.) 457

Bail - Court not to go deep into merits of the matter while considering an
application for grant of bail. (S.C.) 542

Bail - Normal rule is bail and not jail. (H.P.) 457

Breach of contract - Not stated in complaint that intention to cheat or defraud
was at inception of contract - Proceedings quashed. (Allahabad) 067

Cancellation of bail - Misleading Court by concealing material facts - Remedy
available is to file an appeal against order granting bail - Application for cancellation
of bail rejected. (Rajasthan) 802

Cheating - Wife, at the time of marriage, wrongly represented that she had
completed her MCA but she completed MCA after marriage - Offence u/s 420 IPC not
made out - Proceedings quashed. (S.C.) 670

Cheating - Mere inability to return loan amount - Cannot give rise to criminal
prosecution for cheating unless fraudulent or dishonest intention is shown right at
the beginning. (S.C.) 646

Cheating - Non payment of amount due and payable under the agreement or
not paying the amount in lieu of one month notice before terminating the agreement
- By itself cannot be said to be cheating and/or having committed offence u/s 406
and 420 IPC - Proceedings rightly quashed. (S.C.) 862
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Cheating - Sale deed - Consideration paid through cheque which was
dishonoured - Cannot be said that intention of accused was to cheat complainant
right at the time of entering contract - Dispute is of civil nature - FIR quashed.

(Rajasthan) 373

Child witness - Difficult to rely on uncorroborated testimony/evidence of 12
year old girl, who is very likely to have been tutored or under influence while giving
her testimony. (S.C.) 860

Compromise - Legal representative can compound the offence with consent
of Court when person who was otherwise competent to compound the offence is
dead. (S.C.) 488

Contraband - I.O of case and complainant are one and the same person -
Proceedings vitiated - Accused acquitted. (Delhi) 469

Contraband - Accused acquitted, viz.(i) Sample taken only from one of the 13
packets recovered; (ii) Recovery was of 13 packets whereas there were 55 packets
when bag opened in Court; (iii) Malkhana register not produced to prove safe
custody - Constable who was employed to look after Malkhana also not produced;
(iv) Non compliance of S.50 of the Act. (Allahabad) 133

Contraband - Accused acquitted viz.(i) Not proved who fetched balance and
weight at the spot; (ii) No mention of weight of sample taken at the spot - (iii) Charge
sheet submitted before receiving report of forensic lab and I.O. never saw the case
property nor he tried to see it; (iv) Neither in the recovery memo nor in the whole
case, it is mentioned what was the G.D. number of departure of police party from the
police station; (v) Contradictory statements of PW1 and PW3 regarding case
property. (Allahabad) 031

Contraband - Accused acquitted - (i) In recovery memo not clear as to whose
seal was affixed on sample as well as residue; (ii) No entry of sample seal as well as
sample of contraband substance in Malkhana Register - (ii) independent witnesses
were present but non of them was ready to be a witness of said recovery but names
of persons who were not ready to be a independent witness not recorded by raiding
party, which goes against prosecution case. (Allahabad) 260

Contraband - Accused apprised of his right to be searched by Magistrate or
Gazetted officer - Accused himself agreed to be searched by raiding party - Mandate
of S.50 of the Act not fulfilled - Accused acquitted. (Delhi) 557

Contraband - Bag when produced in Court not having proper seal - Creates
doubt about authenticity of case property as well - Accused acquitted. (P&H) 343

Contraband - Bail - Provision of S.37 NDPS Act, overrides provisions under
Cr.P.C with regard to grant of bail. (P&H) 531

Contraband - In cases under NDPS Act if complainant himself is I.O. then
entire investigation and subsequent prosecution and trial stand vitiated and accused
is entitled, ipso facto, acquittal. (Delhi) 224

Contraband - I.O. searched accused when accused refused to exercise his
option given to him - Even when accused refuses offer to have his search conducted
by a Judicial Magistrate or a Gazetted Officer, raiding party would nevertheless be
bound to do so, failing which S.50 of the Act would stand infarcted. (Delhi) 790

Contraband - No evidence that recovered substance was kept at Malkhana
though was sealed but same was conveyed in safe and intact position from Malkhana
upto Court - No witness produced regarding safe custody - Accused acquitted.

(Allahabad) 489

Contraband - Non compliance of mandatory statutory requirements of Ss.42,
50, 57 -- Accused has to be acquitted irrespective of the volume of evidence proving
factual aspects. (Kerala) 601

Contraband - Non examination of independent witnesses on the ground that
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addresses provided by them were found to be non-existent - Fatal to prosecution case
- Accused acquitted. (Delhi) 499

Contraband - Non joining of independent witnesses - 15 villagers had gathered
at the spot but non joined - Creates doubt in prosecution version. (P&H) 672

Contraband - Option of search - Constable directed to summon Magistrate or
a gazetted officer even when accused had expressed his trust in raiding team - There
was no such necessity when accused has expressed his trust in raiding team -
Provision of S.50 of the Act not complied with - Accused acquitted. (Allahabad) 771

Contraband - Recovered contraband not deposited in Malkhana on the same
day - No explanation whatsoever as to where recovered articles were kept for a day
and in whose possession they remained - Accused acquitted. (Rajasthan) 763

Criminal trial - Accused known earlier but not named in police statement -
No allegation that his face was covered - Naming accused subsequently in Court
statement for the first time - It is a material omission - Accused acquitted on ground
of benefit of doubt. (S.C.) 001

Criminal trial - Defective investigation - Not to lead to acquittal of accused.
(Delhi) 422

Criminal trial - Suspicion, howsoever grave, cannot substitute proof.
(S.C.) 296

Criminal trial - Two possible views - One pointing to the guilt of accused
and the other to his innocence - Accused is entitled to have the benefit of one which
is favourable to him. (S.C.) 296

Cruelty - Complaint inspired by malice and version contained therein full of
high improbabilities - Entire proceedings quashed. (Allahabad) 554

Death of victim after three months of recording her statement u/s 161 Cr.P.C.
- Such statement is relevant and admissible u/s 32 of Evidence Act. (S.C.) 215

Defamatory statement in pleadings - It is offence of defamation and not
offence of giving false evidence. (Bombay) 362

Default bail - Contraband - Default bail granted as FSL report not filed within
180 days - Condition that accused shall be taken into custody on receipt of FSL
report, set aside. (P&H) 497

Default bail - Date of order of remand is to be included in calculating period
- Holiday on last date does not extend period of limitation. (Rajasthan) 056

Defence taken in statement u/s 313 Cr.P.C. - Defence taken not irrelevant,
illogical or fanciful - Complete non consideration thereof - In the given facts of a case,
conviction may well stand vitiated. (S.C.) 088

Demand of dowry - Jurisdiction - Accused residents of place `J' - Demand and
acceptance of dowry was at place `B' - Court at place `B' has jurisdiction.

(P&H) 466

Dishonour of cheque - Company - Liability of Director - Directions issued that
Magistrate before issuing summons shall direct complainant to produce a copy of
Form No.32 and annual Return filed by the Company in order to determine the
persons who were Directors on the date of commission of offence. (P&H) 831

Dishonour of cheque - Company - Notice served upon Managing Director -
Complaint against company - Mere irregularity. (Delhi) 301

Dishonour of cheque - Complaint filed based on second statutory notice is not
barred. (S.C.) 521

Dishonour of cheque - Compromise - Deposit of 10% cheque amount - It is
for accused to deposit said amount. (Rajasthan) 234

Dishonour of cheque - Friendly loan of Rs.15 lakhs by Income Tax practitioner
to his client - Blank signed cheque issued for its repayment - Loan advanced not by
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cheque or demand draft or RTGS and without obtaining any writing to this effect -
Such loan not shown in the income tax return of complainant - Held, (a) Fiduciary
relationship between payee of cheque and its drawer would not disentitle payee to
the benefit of presumption u/s 139 of the Act, in the absence of evidence of exercise
of undue influence or coercion which is not the case of accused in the instant case;
(b) it is immaterial that cheque may have been filled by any person other than the
drawer, if the cheque is duly signed by the drawer; (c) Blank cheque leaf, voluntarily
signed and handed over by accused, which is towards some payment, would attract
presumption u/s 139 of the Act in the absence of any cogent evidence to show that
cheque was not issued in discharge of a debt; (d) Fact that loan is not advanced by
a cheque or demand draft or a receipt not obtained, makes no difference - Fact that
accused had given signed blank cheque to complainant shows that initially there was
mutual trust and faith between them - High Court patently erred in holding that
burden was on complainant to prove that he had advanced the loan and blank signed
cheque was given to him in repayment of the same - Accused convicted.

(S.C.) 587

Dishonour of cheque - Friendly loan - Date of advancement of loan and
issuance of cheque not mentioned in complaint as well as affidavit of complainant
- Neither any written agreement was executed between parties nor income tax return
of complainant reflected as to advancement of loan - Complainant did not know
accused personally - Accused rightly acquitted. (Delhi) 676

Dishonour of cheque - Issuance of signed blank cheque - Subsequent filling
in of an unfilled signed cheque is not an alteration. (S.C.) 587

Dishonour of cheque - Legally enforceable debt - There should be a legally
enforceable debt or other liability "subsisting on the date of drawal of cheque.

(Bombay) 437

Dishonour of cheque - Offence by company - Complaint against Director of
company without company arraigned as an accused is not maintainable - Company
cannot be arraigned as an accused now when notice of demand is not issued to
company - Complaint quashed. (S.C.) 757

Dishonour of cheque - Offence by company - Complaint against Director of
company without company arraigned as an accused is not maintainable. (S.C.) 757

Dishonour of cheque - Offence cannot be compounded without consent of
complainant. (P&H) 596

Dishonour of cheques - Three cases - Same parties - Clubbing of cases - In
case no charges are framed then there is no requirement for clubbing of the cases.

(Rajasthan) 161

Dismissal of complaint u/s 203 Cr.P.C on merits - Second complaint on the
same facts by same complainant not maintainable. (Allahabad) 195

Domestic Violence - Essential ingredients for applicability of the Act -
Analysed. (Allahabad) 819

Domestic Violence - Right of wife to reside in matrimonial home - It is not
sufficient to merely show that house in which wife claims residence is a shared
household, in addition she has to show that her husband has a right in the property.

(Delhi) 463

Domestic violence - Settlement arrived at in between parties - Wife subjected
to domestic violence, thereafter - There is undoubtedly a continuity of events
involved - Order as to revival of earlier proceedings cannot be faulted. (Delhi) 614

Domestic Violence - Jurisdiction of Family Court - Application u/s 125 Cr.P.C
and Ss.18, 20, 22 of PWDV Act - Family Court has jurisdiction. (Bombay) 665

Dowry death - Cruelty - General allegation of demanding dowry - No specific
role assigned to any of accused - Specified date, time and place of dowry demand
also not mentioned - Accused acquitted. (Allahabad) 418
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Dowry death - Unnatural death within seven years of marriage - Consumption
of poison - Recovery of dead body from canal - No witness who has either seen
deceased consuming poison or dead body of deceased thrown by accused in canal
- No complaint to Panchayat or police ever made regarding cruelty or harassment -
Accused acquitted. (H.P.) 041

Dying declaration - Medical opinion that deceased must have survived only
for a short duration after he received injuries - Extremely doubtful whether deceased
had survived long enough for PWs 1 and 15 to arrive at the scene of occurrence and
then make separate statements to these witnesses - Accused entitled to benefit of
doubt - Accused acquitted. (S.C.) 851

Evidence - Cogent and credible version - Cannot be discarded even in absence
of corroboration. (Gujarat) 389

Examination of witness - Admissibility of evidence and credibility of evidence
are two different propositions of law - If a witness is deposing about a relevant fact,
his or her evidence cannot be said to be inadmissible. (Allahabad) 377

FIR - Registration of FIR on the direction of Executive Magistrate - Not
permissible. (S.C.) 767

House trespass - Accused entered into room in possession of complainant
through window - Merely because suit for partition filed by accused regarding
disputed property is pending, it does not give him right to forcefully enter into the
property - Order discharging accused set aside. (Rajasthan) 737

Instigation - Words uttered in a fit of anger or omission without any intention
cannot be termed as instigation. (S.C.) 339

Judgment - Accused, if convicted, is entitled to copy of judgment free of cost,
only when he appeared on the date of judgment. (S.C.) 633

Maintenance to mother - Mother can file petition through her constituted
attorney. (Bombay) 333

Maintenance to mother - Mother having more than one son - Petition against
one is maintainable - There is no requirement that all children be made parties.

(Bombay) 333

Maintenance u/s 125 Cr.P.C. - Cannot be refused on ground of not obeying
decree of restitution of conjugal rights by her, particularly when appeal against said
decree is pending. (Allahabad) 118

Maintenance u/s 125 Cr.P.C. - Condition imposed while allowing cross
examination - Family Court acted in contravention of S.15 of the Act - Impugned order
set aside. (P&H) 279

Maintenance u/s 125 Cr.P.C. - Not legally wedded wife - Not entitled to
maintenance - However, she has efficacious remedy to seek maintenance under
Domestic Violence Act as victim i.e. estranged wife or live-in-partner would be entitled
to more relief than what is contemplated u/s 125 Cr.P.C., namely to a shared household
also. (S.C.) 258

Maintenance u/s 125 Cr.P.C. - Strict standard of proof not necessary in such
proceedings - Law presumes in favour of marriage and against concubinage when a
man and woman cohabit continuously for a number of years. (S.C.) 168

Offence under POCSO Act - Cross-examination - Statue does not empower
Court to demand a questionnaire from either side in advance before examination of
witness. (Kerala) 205

Offence u/ss 498-A, 406 IPC - Limitation of three years starts to run from the
last act of cruelty. (Rajasthan) 052

Paternity of child - DNA test - Child is a necessary party to be heard to decide
application - Mother even if heard was heard not in the capacity of guardian of minor
but in her individual capacity only. (Kerala) 005
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Primary evidence - Carbon copies can be taken into consideration as primary
evidence. (S.C.) 649

Private complaint u/s 193 IPC - Cognizance of offence cannot be taken on
the basis of private complaint. (S.C.) 658

Quashing of criminal complaint - Criminal complaints cannot be quashed only
on ground that allegations made therein appear to be of civil nature. (S.C.) 816

Rape or offence under POCSO Act - Protecting identity of victim - No
disclosure of any particular(s) is allowed which can eventually lead to disclosure of
the identity of the victim. (S.C.) 163

Rape - Forcible sexual intercourse - Some injuries and marks of struggle, may
be of minor type, were bound to appear on the person of prosecutrix and accused
- Nothing of that sort observed by doctors - Conviction set aside. (P&H) 191

Rape - Love affair - Enjoyed sex many time - It cannot be said that prosecutrix
was subjected to forcible sexual intercourse without her consent and will - Accused
acquitted. (Calcutta) 094

Recall of witnesses - A witness can be recalled even if he deposed one way
before the Court now wants to depose and is prepared to give evidence which is
clearly different from what had been stated earlier. (P&H) 429

Recall of witnesses - Rape - Prosecutrix and her family resiled from their
complaint on promise of marriage with accused - Accused did not turn up on wedding
day - Application for recall of witnesses allowed. (P&H) 429

Restoration of possession - Limitation period of 30 days - Applies only if trial
Court has not passed any order in respect of the case property while convicting
accused. (S.C.) 775

Sanction for prosecution - Court when finds that there is no valid sanction,
it should direct prosecution to do the needful done - Sufficient opportunity be given
to produce valid prosecution sanction from the competent authority. (S.C.) 274

Second complaint on same allegations - Mentioning of reasons for withdrawal
of an earlier complaint is not a condition precedent for maintaining a second
complaint. (S.C.) 748

Second complaint on same allegations - Not barred when in first complaint
there was no conviction, acquittal or discharge - If dismissal of complaint was not
on merit, but on default of complainant, second complaint on same facts is maintainable.

(S.C.) 748

Senior Citizen - If petitioner is able to establish on facts that she had not
abandoned or left the senior citizen with the intention of abandoning her, then it
would be sufficient justification for her to claim exemption from prosecution.
(Kerala) 692

Sexual assault - Accused cannot be convicted for offence under IPC and
POCSO at the same time - Special Law would prevail over general law.

(Rajasthan) 452
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